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became clear that soliciting private funds was far more efficient for

environmentalists who sought financial aid than to go to state or

federal agencies.(A) that soliciting private funds was far more

efficient for environmentalists who sought financial aid(B) that for

environmentalists who sought financial aid, it was far more efficient

to solicit private funds(C) that for environmentalists seeking

financial aid, private organizations were far more efficient to go

to(D) for environmentalists seeking financial aid, going to private

organizations was far more efficient(E) for environmentalists who

sought financial aid, private organizations were far more efficient167.

The major areas of medicine in which lasers are effective is in the

cutting and closing of blood vessels, and in the destruction of

tumors.(A) is in the cutting and closing of blood vessels, and in the

destruction(B) are the cutting and closing of blood vessels, and also

the case of destroying(C) are the cutting, closing of blood vessels,

and in the destroying(D) are the cutting and closing of blood vessels,

and the destruction(E) is in the cutting and closing of blood vessels,

and the destroying168. Since the movie was released seventeen UFOs

have been sighted in the state, which is more than had been sighted in

the past ten years together.(A) which is more than had been

sighted(B) more than had been sighted(C) more than they had

sighted(D) more than had reported sightings(E) which is more than



had reported sightings169. Ignoring the admonitions of his staff, the

chief financial officer accepted the advice of the consulting company

because he believed that the standardized accounting procedures

would prove not only inexpensive but reliable indicators of

economic performance.(A) he believed that the standardized

accounting procedures would prove not only inexpensive but(B) the

standardized accounting procedures will prove both inexpensive and

also(C) he believed the standardized accounting procedures would

prove themselves to be both inexpensive and(D) he believed that the

standardized accounting procedures would prove to be both

inexpensive and(E) standardized accounting procedures will prove

his belief that they are both inexpensive and170. A large rise in the

number of housing starts in the coming year should boost new

construction dollars by several billion dollars, making the

construction industry’s economic health much more robust than

five years ago.(A) making the construction industry’s economic

health much more robust than five years ago(B) and make the

construction industry’s economic health much more robust than

five years ago(C) making the construction industry’s economic

health much more robust than it was five years ago(D) to make the

construction industry’s economic health much more robust than

five years ago(E) in making the construction industry’s economic

health much more robust than it as five years ago171. The rules that

govern political contributions are less stringent in local elections than

they are in national elections because they typically involve smaller

amounts of money and present less opportunity for abuse.(A) The



rules that govern political contributions are less stringent in local

elections than they are in national elections because they typically

involve smaller amounts of money and present less opportunity for

abuse.(B) Because they typically involve smaller amounts of money

and present less opportunity for abuse, the rules that govern political

contributions are less stringent in local elections than the rules are

less stringent in local elections than the rules are in national

elections.(C) The rules that govern political contributions are less

stringent in local elections than national elections because they

typically involve smaller amounts of money and present less

opportunity for abuse.(D) Because local elections typically involve

smaller amounts of money and present less opportunity for abuse

than national elections, the rules that govern local political

contributions are less stringent than national contributions.(E) The

rules that govern political contributions are less stringent in local

elections than they are in national elections because local elections

typically involve smaller amounts of money and present less

opportunity for abuse.172. In Japan elderly people are treated with

far greater respect than most Western countries.(A) most Western

countries(B) most Western countries do(C) most Western countries

are(D) they do in most Western countries(E) they are in most

Western countries173. Once an apolitical confrontation of the world

’s best athletes, the Summer Olympics have been increasingly

politicized in recent years as the superpowers have denied many of

the best athletes’ access to competition.(A) been increasingly

politicized(B) been increasing politicization(C) been of increasing



politicization(D) politicized, increasingly,(E) increased

politicization174. Not until the Enlightenment, some 200 years ago,

had society seriously questioned the right of the state that it could

execute its citizens.(A) had society seriously questioned the right of

the state that it could execute(B) did society seriously questioned the

right of the state that it could execute(C) had society seriously

questioned the right of the state for the executing of(D) did society

seriously question the right of the state to execute(E) had society

seriously questioned whether the state had a right that it could

execute175. Doctors still know little about how the Listeria bacterium

is spread and why the disease it causes, listeriosis, afflicts some people

in a contaminated area though it spares many others.(A) though it

spares(B) where it spares(C) despite sparing(D) when sparing(E)

while sparing176. At a recent session, the French government has

decided that Paris needs a second, larger opera house to complement

the famous Paris Opera.(A) has decided that Paris needs(B) decided

that Paris needs(C) has decided that Paris will need(D) decided that

Paris has a need of(E) has decided that Paris needed177. Believed to

originate from a small area on their foreheads, elephants emit

low-frequency sounds that may be used as a secret language to

communicate with other members of the herd.(A) Believed to

originate from a small area on their foreheads, elephants emit

low-frequency sounds that may be used(B) Elephants emit

low-frequency sounds that are believed to originate from a small area

on their foreheads, and they may use this(C) Elephants emit

low-frequency sounds, believed to originate from a small area on



their foreheads, that they may use(D) Originating, it is believed, from

a small area on their foreheads. elephants emit low-frequency sounds

they may use(E) Originating, it is believed, from a small area on their

foreheads, low-frequency sounds are emitted by elephants that may

be used178. Although it was expected that workers under forty

would show hostility to the plan, the research report indicates that

both younger and the older people approve of governmental

appropriations for Social Security.(A) younger and the older

people(B) younger people and the older(C) the younger and the

older people(D) younger and older people(E) people who are

younger and those who are older179. With diamonds, as with all

gems, one should ask for a written description of one’s purchase.

the description may prove useful later if you have reason to believe

the jeweler misled you.(A) one should ask for a written description

of one’s purchase(B) you should ask for a written description of

your purchase(C) a written discretion of your purchase is what one

should ask for(D) a written description of one’s purchase is what

should be asked for(E) a written description of your purchase is what

should be asked for180. At the invitation of Kwame Nkrumah, W. E.

B. Du Bois settled in Gharla and became the editor of the

Encyclopedia Africana.(A) At the invitation of(B) When he was

invited by(C) An invitation coming from(D) An invitation that

came from(E) After having an invitation by 100Test 下载频道开通
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